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Choose your kitchen

Kitchen
A kitchen is the heart of any home! We 
have a variety of bespoke kitchens to suit 
anyone’s taste and style.
With high quality finishes you will be able 
to create your personal and practical 
space for your home.

Items to choose:

Floors Sink and faucetsCountertopsCabinets

Las Olas Finishes Guide
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6Kitchen floors Kitchen countertopsKitchen cabinets Kitchen sink and faucets

Choose from a range of natural floor colors to enhance your kitchen cabinets and the space in your kitchen. 

These 60cm x 60cm tiles are ideal and practical for cleaning and adding that sleek finish to your kitchen.

Kitchen floors

Beige NaturalCement NaturalWhite Natural Gray Natural
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Contemporary styled kitchen cabinets come in a variety of colors to style your counter tops. They are all equipped with 

a soft close system which automatically closes when gently pushed.

Linen

A choice of handles and 
knobs to choose from.

Contemporary style

Hazelnut Natural Honey Spice Cognac Expresso
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This refined styled kitchen is a good choice if you want to add a touch of luxury to your kitchen. Made from solid oak 

wood, the refined style cabinet comes with soft close doors and drawers, and adjustable shelving. The refined style is 

offered in two color paints or can be stained in 5 different shades.

A choice of handles and 
knobs to choose from.

Refined style

Linen Hazelnut Natural Honey Spice Cognac Expresso

Kitchen floors Kitchen countertopsKitchen cabinets Kitchen sink and faucets
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Our traditional styled kitchen provides you with that homely earthy feel. A range of colors to choose from and all with 

soft close doors and adjustable shelving.

Linen

A choice of handles and 
knobs to choose from.

Traditional style

Hazelnut Natural Honey Spice Cognac Expresso
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Our ultra modern Shaker styled kitchens is any cooks dream. With creatively styled splash backs and sleek cupboards, 

you will also have a variety of colors to choose from.

A choice of handles and 
knobs to choose from.

Shaker style

Linen Hazelnut Natural Honey Spice Cognac Expresso

Kitchen floors Kitchen countertopsKitchen cabinets Kitchen sink and faucets
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12Kitchen floors Kitchen countertopsKitchen cabinets

Granite being 100% natural with each slab having unique grains and markings. Granite is very durable but conducive to staining when not treated yearly.

You will have the option of choosing between Granite and Quartz counter tops.

Granite options

Sahara Beige Cosmic GreyWhite Galaxy Georgia Gray Jet Black

Quartz is a semi man-made option with 90% quartz to 10% resins, polymers & pigments. Quartz is far more durable and heat resistant and not conducive to staining.

Quartz options

Light Brown ChromeWhite Steel Stellar Night

Kitchen sink and faucets
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14Kitchen floors Kitchen countertopsKitchen cabinets

All kitchens are equipped with a large triple sink, styling faucets and a garbage disposal. The faucet below is for illustra-

tion purposes but will be similar in style. These faucets are ideal for use in a double sink as they smoothy swivel and can 

easily adjust. Easy to move to the side so that it is not in your way.

Kitchen faucets

Pull Down Kitchen Faucet

Kitchen sink and faucets

Triple Kitchen Sink with Garbage disposal
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Choose light fixtures

Light 
Fixtures
The right lighting is essential in every 
corner of your home. Ceiling fans are 
included to help save on energy costs 
versus the use of air conditioning.

Las Olas Finishes Guide
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All homes come standard with Surface Mount LED Ceiling lights and Ceiling fans.

Light fixtures

Ceiling fan with chrome blades Surface Mount LED Ceiling lights
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Choose your bathroom

Bathroom
Add a touch of class to the end of your day!
Clean and smartly designed bathrooms 
with storage for all your towels and 
cosmetics.

A variety of flooring, cabinets, faucets and 
countertops to choose from.

Items to be choosen in this step:

Floors FaucetsCountertopsCabinets

Las Olas Finishes Guide
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Choose from a variety of 60cm x 60cm tiles for your floors. Both ideal for contemporary and traditional styles with 

versatility that will last a lifetime. These tiles will add a touch of warmth and quality to your bathroom.

Bathroom floors

Beige NaturalCement NaturalWhite Natural Gray Natural

Bathroom floors Bathroom faucetsBathroom countertopsBathroom cabinets
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Our traditional vanity styled bathrooms have a choice of colors for you to choose from. High quality cabinets finished off 

with either granite or quartz countertops. Double basin option for him and her.

Linen

A choice of handles and 
knobs to choose from.

Traditional Vanity style

Hazelnut Natural Honey Spice Cognac Expresso

Choose your bathroom
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Our Refined Vanity style bathrooms are unique in design, giving that luxurious feel to your bathroom. Topped off with 

either granite or quartz countertops and a variety of wood colors to choose from.

Basin top faucets 
in Chrome.

Refined Vanity style

Linen Hazelnut Natural Honey Spice Cognac Expresso

Bathroom floors Bathroom faucetsBathroom countertopsBathroom cabinets
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Double basin options for him and her and floating cabinets to ensure that the flooring you choose encapsulates the free 

flowing design. Variety of faucets and basins to choose from to incorporate your unique style.

Linen

A choice of handles and 
knobs to choose from.

Modern Vanity style

Hazelnut Natural Honey Spice Cognac Expresso

Choose your bathroom
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Our Shaker Style bathroom combines both contemporary and traditional styles, for those that would like a touch of both 

worlds. Available in a variety of colors and faucets.

A choice of handles and 
knobs to choose from.

Shaker style

Linen Hazelnut Natural Honey Spice Cognac Expresso

Bathroom floors Bathroom faucetsBathroom countertopsBathroom cabinets
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26Bathroom floors Bathroom faucetsBathroom countertopsBathroom cabinets

Granite being 100% natural with each slab having unique grains and markings. Granite is very durable but conducive to staining when not treated yearly.

You will have the option of choosing between Granite and Quartz counter tops.

Granite options

Sahara Beige Cosmic GreyWhite Galaxy Georgia Gray Jet Black

Quartz is a semi man-made option with 90% quartz to 10% resins, polymers & pigments. Quartz is far more durable and heat resistant and not conducive to staining.

Quartz options

Light Brown ChromeWhite Steel Stellar Night
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This image is for 
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28Bathroom floors Bathroom faucetsBathroom countertopsBathroom cabinets

Our range of chrome faucets are unique as the bath faucets have the shower tub option. There is also the shower 

combo option. Large square design shower heads to ensure an even flow of water.

Bathroom faucets

Basin Faucet Shower Tub Filler Shower Tub Combo
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Choose sanitary fixtures

Sanitary 
Fixtures
Our Sanitary fixtures are modern in look 
with small tanks to minimize the space 
taken. All come with a double flush 
system.

Las Olas Finishes Guide
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Toilets will be elongated and all fitted with a double flush system with small tanks and in classic white color.

Sanitary fixtures

Dual Flush ToiletToilet
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Choose your floors

Outside
flooring
Our outside natural looking porcelain 
tiles adds that extra touch to a beautiful 
home. In keeping with our eco-friendly 
environment, porcelain tiles are the best 
way to go.

Las Olas Finishes Guide
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Our natural looking porcelain tile range consists of three versatile colors. Porcelain tiles are not just durable and will 

stand the test of time, but practical and easy to keep clean.

Outside flooring

Trento MarfilTrento Camel Trento Mocca
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Choose windows and doors

External 
Windows 
& Doors
We will be using uPVC thermal insulated 
windows and doors for all our homes. 
Very sound proof and sleek in design!

Las Olas Finishes Guide



34External windows and doors

The advantages are:

Low maintenance,

uPVC windows have an average service life of 30 years,

Enormous energy savings potential and recyclability 

to protect the environment,

uPVC windows are very cost-efficient,

Plastics (PVC) are resistant to weathering and cleaning 

agents

External windows and doors

High quality windows for your comfort uPVC Door and Window
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Choose your garage

Garage
At Las Olas we are living in an eco-friend-
ly environment. The garages offered are 
in line with the size of an electrical small 
vehicle but also provide additional 
storage.

Las Olas Finishes Guide
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Double Garage.

Garage



37 Choose your garage

There is an option of single or double garaging. The double doors are made of high quality durable wood. With an easy 

lock system to give you single or double entry.

Natural colored wood 
is used for garage doors 
to help blend into the 
surroudings.

Double Garage
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The single garage option provides you with more free-flowing space around your home.
Natural colored wood 
is used for garage doors 
to help blend into the 
surroudings.

Single Garage
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A Pergola is the perfect option to create a visual outdoor space. All homes come standard with the Pergola and garages 

will be an optional extra.

Natural coloured wood 
is used for Pergola’s 
to help blend into 
the surroundings.

Basic Pergola

Choose your garage
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This sleek car port design is great to protect your electrical vehicle from the elements. This option is ideal for those on 

the move, a quick climb-and-go without the need to close and lock up your garage.

White car port option 
which is neatly mounted 
to the wall.

Optional Car Port

Garage
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Choose your pool and hot tub

Pool and 
hot tub
Everyone needs a pool when living in 
Ecuador to enjoy the sunshine even more.
Why not add in a Hot Tub for those beau-
tiful sunset evenings over a glass of wine.

Las Olas Finishes Guide
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There is a variety of pool and hot tub combo’s to choose from.

Pool and hot tub



43 Choose your pool and hot tub

In this picture: 
 
man-made pool water 
feature.

You can select a variety of sizes and features to incorporate into your pool. From ultra modern man-made waterfalls 

to overflow pools which will help keep your garden nice and green.

Pool
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With a variety of shapes and sizes to choose from set in natural stone.
In this picture: 
 
large hot tub with multiple 
under-water sprays set in 
natural stone.

Hot tub

Pool and hot tub
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Choose inclusions

Inclusions
All homes come with fully installed 
Reverse Osmosis Water filter system and 
Split Unit air conditioning. 

Las Olas Finishes Guide
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In keeping with Las Olas’ eco-friendly community we have the following available to you.

Inclusions

Split Unit Airconditioner Reverse Osmosis Water Filter

Solar Water HeaterTriple Kitchen Sink with Garbage disposal
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All particulars within this brochure, including the illustrations, pictures, and computer generated images of the homes 

and buildings, interiors and external spaces are for guidance only. All photos, maps, and renderings are artist’s concep-

tion and not designed to be an actual depiction of the subject property.

Specification changes along with alterations may have become necessary since publication. This information does not 

constitute a contract in full or part of a warranty. 

Las Olas Ecuador operates a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to alter any part of the 

development specification at any time. We reserve the right to replace any finishes product with another of equal quality 

or better. Please bear in mind that optional extras price may change without notice. For further information or clarifica-

tion, please speak to the Sales Team who will be able to advise you further.

Disclaimer
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